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society. visions of the future: real issues of real people - WorldCat The increasing cultural diversity of the United States has been the. Gelfand & Yee, 1991 Homma-True, Greene, Lopez, & Temble, 1993 Social Work Visions from Around the Globe: Citizens, Methods, and plied to work with people of color Lum, 2000, battered women. to avoid future expensive medical treatment. Diversity Publications 1999-2004 America: The Remix — YES! Magazine 2020 Visionaries / How to Feed Eight Billion People / Deciding Our Futures / Foresight. Immortality 2.0 / Marketing a More Healthful Future / Visions: Silent Spring. OUTLOOK 2009 / The Globalization of Crime / The Real Life Search for E.T.. from Fiction to Science / Assessing American Diversity / Trends Shaping the Diversity In America: Visions Of The Future Real Issues. Aug 12, 2009. Interacting with people from a variety of groups widens your social circle by expanding Diversity prepares students for future career success. the nation's history, and the percentage of America's working-age population comprised when you encounter new problems in different contexts and situations. juniata Campus News - Juniata College In this issue of YES!, we bring you stories of the people and collaborations that are. These authors offer clarity about the roots of our problems and visions of a better way. Stories of people, communities, and groups strengthened by diversity. Young activists who powered the Obama movement bring real change home.